UNIT 1. Locations

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 1 B. 2 C. 4 D. 3

B Listen Again
1. bedroom, tie, lamp/dresser
2. bedroom, bag (of swimming stuff), closet/(clothes) hamper
3. kitchen, pots and pans/seasonings, counter/cabinet/stove
4. living room, car keys, purse/sofa

C Essential Expressions
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. Not that I could see.
3. That’s a wonderful idea.
4. Inside the closet by the front door.
5. No, let’s put them on the piano.

B How would you ask?
1. Where do you keep your photo albums?
2. Did you put up the pictures I gave you?
3. Which picnic table should we use?
4. Why are there crayons all around the room?
5. What’s the matter?

C Picture Description
There are dishes and cups in the cupboard. There is a bowl of fruit on the counter. There is a spoon next to the plate. There is a lamp above the table.

Speaking Practice

A Intonation Practice
1. Let’s put it here.
2. They’re on the chair.
3. She’s in the car.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 1 B. 3 C. 2 D. 4

Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the correct location.
1. (A) 2. (B) 3. (C) 4. (D)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (D) 2. (B)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. stairs 2. murdered
3. beside 4. showed up
5. secret 6. computer
7. guess 8. reading

B Dialog 2
1. (D) 2. (B)

C Dialog 3
1. around her home 2. through a window

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (C) 2. (C) 3. (C)

B Listen Again
1. sofa 2. Mom’s
3. night 4. keys
5. piano 5. sofa
7. bookshelf 8. pocket
9. pants 10. tired
11. out of 12. kitchen

Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (D) 2. (C)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. leave 2. interview
3. shoes 4. closet
5. living 6. mother
7. trunk 8. memory

B Short Talk 2
1. (C) 2. (A)

C Short Talk 3
· a sugar bowl · a tea pot
· musicians · tea cups

Listening Quiz

A Picture Matching
1. (A) 2. (C)
\section*{Listen & Choose}
3. (D) 4. (B) 5. (C) 6. (B)
7. (A) 8. (B) 9. (C)

\section*{Wrap-up}
\subsection*{A Pre-listening Discussion}
\text{(sample responses)}
1. A typical apartment has two or three rooms.
2. In my country, we call a very small apartment a studio apartment.
3. I think the word "efficient" means to be good with one's resources. And I think the word "efficiency" refers to something or a place that is efficiently organized.

\subsection*{B Listening Comprehension}
1. Most people who get efficiency apartments sleep on couches that turn into beds.
2. Two differences between a studio and an efficiency apartment are studios are usually larger than efficiencies and have better kitchens.
3. Artists prefer to live in lofts because the spaces are cheap and there is plenty of room to be creative.

\subsection*{C Dictation Practice}
1. young 2. college 3. to 4. city 5. or 6. job 7. common 8. her 9. an 10. than 11. house 12. who 13. large 14. are 15. of 16. that 17. to 18. small 19. may 20. efficiency 21. apartments 22. An 23. usually 24. that 25. one 26. person 27. such 28. sleeps 29. eats 30. living 31. this 32. people 33. into 34. buy 35. can 36. beds 37. during 38. they 39. on 40. to 41. watch 42. at 43. or 44. turn 45. into 46. and 47. it 48. a 49. is 50. than 51. However 52. apartment 53. an 54. only 55. living 56. addition 57. larger 58. may 59. a 60. than 61. efficiency 62. example 63. efficiency 64. only 65. refrigerator 66. sink 67. cooking 68. to 69. studio 70. a 71. the 72. A 73. provide 74. the 75. space 76. three 77. apartments 78. were 79. above 80. that 81. into 82. Artists 83. in 84. of 85. the 86. cheap 87. was 88. room 89. creative 90. a 91. Even 92. very 93. there 94. walls 95. the 96. The 97. inside 98. are 

\section*{Listening Test}
\subsection*{PART I: Picture Description}
1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (C) 5. (B)

\subsection*{PART II: Questions and Responses}
6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (C) 9. (C) 10. (B)

\subsection*{PART III: Short Conversations}
11. (A) 12. (B) 13. (C)
14. (D) 15. (A) 16. (A)

\subsection*{PART IV: Short Talks}
17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (B)
20. (C) 21. (A) 22. (C)

\section*{UNIT 2. Promises}

\section*{Warm-up}
\subsection*{A Look & Listen}
A. 3 B. 1 C. 4 D. 2

\subsection*{B Listen Again}
1. his friend will like the movie
2. she won't say anything to Janice or Scott
3. he will return her notes before the end of school
4. she will finish her note cards tonight

\subsection*{C Essential Expressions}
1. (A) 2. (B) 3. (A) 4. (B) 5. (B)
Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. You have my word of honor.
2. I promise I won’t lose it.
3. If you say so, then I believe you.
4. I swear I won’t tell anyone.
5. I don’t recall making any such promise.

B How would you ask?
1. Would you be willing to swear that under oath?
2. Are you sure I’m going to like the food here?
3. Why did he say that?
4. Do you swear that you’ve never seen it before?
5. Do you cross your heart and hope to die?

C Picture Description
Two people are making their marriage vows.
They are having a wedding ceremony.
The groom is promising to love the bride.
He is putting a wedding ring on her finger.

Speaking Practice

A Pronunciation Practice
1. It’s kinda sad how little people trust each other these days.
2. We only get the chance tuh see this kinda thing once every four years.
3. The oath they make is kinda long ’n complicated.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 3  B. 4  C. 1  D. 2
Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the information related to the promise that is made.
1. (B)  2. (D)  3. (A)  4. (C)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (B)  2. (D)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. idea  2. do
3. can’t  4. wrong
5. tell  6. mean
7. other  8. promise

B Dialog 2
1. (C)  2. (D)

C Dialog 3
1. Sandra  2. Sandra
3. Joe  4. Sandra

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (C)  2. (B)  3. (B)

B Listen Again
1. charge  2. clothes
3. shopping  4. paid off
5. bargains  6. saved
7. afford  8. promise
9. swore  10. hold
11. months  12. sprees

Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (D)  2. (C)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. interesting  2. married
3. 20  4. parents
5. trouble  6. start off
7. vows  8. kids

B Short Talk 2
1. (D)  2. (A)

C Short Talk 3
• First time to see the ceremony
• Happens every four years
• Watch TV in class

Listening Quiz

A Picture Matching
1. (B)  2. (A)

B Listen & Choose
3. (A)  4. (D)  5. (C)  6. (A)
7. (C)  8. (B)  9. (A)

Wrap-up

A Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. I believe that doctors, the Masons and boy scouts take special oaths.
2. The scout oath is: On my honor I will do my best; To do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout Law; To help other people at all times; To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight.
3. I know that there is a special oath that doctors take, called the Hippocratic Oath.

B Listening Comprehension
1. Hippocrates lived around 400 BCE.
2. One group has written the Charter on Medical Professionalism to replace the Hippocratic Oath.
3. There are about 350 words in the oath and almost 1,500 in the charter.

**Dictation Practice**

1. Greek
2. lived
3. BCE
4. to
5. he
6. about
7. practices
8. time
9. his
10. how
11. think
12. he
13. he
14. should
15. patients
16. part
17. writing
18. as
19. Oath
20. Since
21. of
22. have
23. follow
24. By
25. oath
26. to
27. patient’s
28. all
29. to
30. patient
31. person
32. of
33. seen
34. since
35. For
36. doctors
37. the
38. even
39. version
40. of
41. current
42. Therefore
43. group
44. tried
45. a
46. of
47. suited
48. professionals
49. oath
50. group
51. called
52. on
53. Like
54. Oath
55. that
56. health
57. the
58. thing
59. It
60. parts
61. doctors
62. choices
63. need
64. respected
65. doctors
66. disagree
67. also
68. the
69. work
70. the
71. the
72. they
73. if
74. afford
75. everyone
76. switch
77. charter
78. medical
79. the
80. have
81. by
82. of
83. Oath
84. Maybe
85. think
86. is
87. It
88. five
89. than
90. Oath
91. oath
92. 350
93. on
94. on
95. hand
96. 1,500

**Listening Test**

**PART I: Picture Description**

1. (B)  2. (B)  3. (A)  4. (C)  5. (D)

**PART II: Questions and Responses**

6. (C)  7. (A)  8. (A)  9. (C)  10. (B)

**PART III: Short Conversations**

11. (A)  12. (C)  13. (D)  14. (D)  15. (A)  16. (B)

**PART IV: Short Talks**

17. (C)  18. (B)  19. (A)  20. (B)  21. (A)  22. (C)

**UNIT 3. Special Occasions**

**Warm-up**

**A Look & Listen**

A. 2  B. 3  C. 1  D. 4

**B Listen Again**

1. (A)  2. (B)  3. (D)  4. (C)

**C Essential Expressions**

– **Occurrences:** baby shower, fundraising event, graduation ceremony, wedding anniversary
– **Things:** belated birthday gift, cap and gown, decorations, gift certificate, invitation, toast

**Listening Practice**

**A How would you answer?**

1. I don’t remember.
2. Yes, that’s correct.
3. A few friends came, but it was mainly family.
4. I don’t think anyone has planned one for her yet.
5. Not as many as I thought it would win.

**B How would you ask?**

1. Where will the graduation ceremony be held?
2. When is Thanksgiving in your country?
3. Did you watch the Fourth of July fireworks?
4. What are you going to do with those red envelopes?
5. Did your company’s fundraising event go well?

**C Picture Description**

The candles on the cake spell words. There is a wrapped gift next to the cake. Some colorful decorations are on the table. The chocolate cake has two layers.

**Speaking Practice**

**A Intonation Practice**

1. It’s so much fun!
2. When is she due?
3. I’ve got one, too.
Answer Key

Conversation Pictures
A. 3     B. 4     C. 2     D. 1
Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the thing mentioned by the speakers.
1. (B)  2. (C)  3. (A)  4. (D)

Short Dialogs

A. Dialog 1
1. (A)  2. (C)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. stop     2. crate
3. Chinese    4. oranges
5. fortune    6. table
7. eat       8. fascinating

B. Dialog 2
1. (D)  2. (C)

C. Dialog 3
1. annual fundraising event/annual fundraiser
2. raised more money than he expected

Main Dialog

A. Listen
1. (B)  2. (B)  3. (C)
B. Listen Again
1. week  2. days
3. normal  4. weeks
5. wife  6. giving
7. mother  8. help
9. office  10. decided
11. mother  12. father

Short Talks

A. Short Talk 1
1. (D)  2. (D)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. best man  2. John
3. kid  4. marry
5. perfect  6. life
7. glasses  8. years

B. Short Talk 2
1. (A)  2. (B)

C. Short Talk 3
– The first Thanksgiving: English, North America, harvest, survival
– A typical Thanksgiving: turkey, stuffing, potatoes, pumpkin

Listening Quiz

A. Picture Matching
1. (B)  2. (C)
B. Listen & Choose
3. (C)  4. (B)  5. (B)  6. (B)
7. (D)  8. (C)  9. (B)

Wrap-up

A. Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. A reasonable amount to pay for a child’s birthday present is the amount that a person can comfortably afford to pay. In the US, that could be anywhere from three dollars to 30 dollars or more.
2. Guests usually do not receive gifts from the host of a party in my country, but it does happen occasionally.
3. Depending on the parent’s income, support from family and other circumstances, parents in my country can spend anywhere from 15 dollars to over a thousand dollars for a child’s birthday party.

B. Listening Comprehension
1. In the first goody bags, some candy and a few stickers were usually put inside.
2. These days, goody bags usually cost three to five dollars per bag.
3. A suggested alternative for parents who do not want to give goody bags is to have guests make a small, inexpensive craft to take home.

C. Dictation Practice
1. ever 2. a 3. the 4. more 5. than 6. of 7. the 8. may 9. but 10. actually 11. some 12. parties 13. US 14. because 15. of 16. goody 17. the 18. the 19. gotten 20. hand 21. hard 22. exactly 23. where 24. of 25. bags 26. parties 27. least 28. 1960s 29. children’s 30. been 31. such 32. The 33. were 34. and 35. child 36. to 37. would 38. small 39. some 40. maybe 41. stickers 42. as 43. However 44. the 45. competition 46. began
47. of  48. birthday
49. girl  50. to
51. nicer  52. for
53. guests  54. look
55. bags  56. more
57. give  58. stickers
59. the  60. putting
61. in  62. From
63. have  64. the
65. have  66. the
67. bags  68. under
69. each  70. today
71. somewhere  72. to
73. each  74. at
75. parties  76. cost
77. up  78. dollars
79. Some  80. days
81. for  82. out
83. the  84. madness
85. the  86. giving
87. small  88. take
89. remember  90. though
91. to  92. is
93. guests  94. own
95. take  96. could
97. small  98. with
99. from  100. or
101. bracelet  102. of
103. craft  104. long
105. inexpensive  106. to

UNIT 4. Steps and Plans

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 2   B. 3   C. 1   D. 4

B Listen Again
1. print her files

2. work the coffeemaker
3. set the door alarm
4. plan a presentation

C Essential Expressions
1. When  2. last
3. Once  4. To begin with
5. followed by  6. addition to
7. next  8. step
9. until  10. First of all

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. Sure, let’s think of some ideas together.
2. Next, he has to select which options he wants.
3. Then they should clean up.
4. I’m afraid not, because of your dentist appointment.
5. Nothing. That’s all you need to do.

B How would you ask?
1. What does she have to do?
2. Can you teach me how to work this thing?
3. How did you make it?
4. What’s your schedule like on Tuesday?
5. That’s it, right?

C Picture Description
A new time has been added to the schedule.
One of the times has been crossed out.
The note indicates the time for the meeting.
A meeting has been scheduled for 10:50.

Speaking Practice

A Pronunciation Practice
1. Then it oughta work.
2. Everybody oughta read it.
3. The class oughta be required fer all students.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 1   B. 3   C. 4   D. 2

Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the time mentioned by the speakers.
1. (A)  2. (C)  3. (B)  4. (A)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (A)  2. (D)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. busiest  2. Monday
3. swimming  4. karate
5. busy  6. homework
7. plenty  8. dinner
Dialog 2
1. (A) 2. (A)

Dialog 3
(A). 2 (B). 1 (C). 3 (D). 4

Main Dialog
A Listen
1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (C)

B Listen Again
1. scarf 2. pattern
3. blue 4. green
5. wanted 6. parts
7. cloth 8. remove
9. wax 10. dry
11. finish 12. four

Short Talks
A Short Talk 1
1. (C) 2. (A)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. fried rice 2. garlic
3. prawns 4. seconds
5. rice 6. five
7. chilies 8. serve

B Short Talk 2
1. (C) 2. (D)

C Short Talk 3
1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (A)

Listening Quiz
A Picture Matching
1. (A) 2. (C)

B Listen & Choose
3. (B) 4. (D) 5. (C) 6. (B)
7. (B) 8. (D) 9. (C)

Wrap-up
A Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. I have two potted plants at home.
2. A person needs to know how much water and how much sunlight a potted plant needs.
3. I’m not exactly sure how to change a plant’s pot, but I know you should be very careful when removing the plant from the pot.

B Listening Comprehension
1. The first step suggested by the speaker is to water the plant (in its old pot).
2. When a plant won’t easily come out of its pot, you can use a knife to get the job done.
3. After the plant is in its new pot, you should give it some water and keep it out of direct sunlight for about one week.

C Dictation Practice
1. are 2. you
3. a 4. potted
5. your 6. house
7. plants 8. the
9. pots 10. long
11. so 12. might
13. to 14. in
15. Moving 16. to
17. pot 18. You
19. to 20. mind
21. helpful 22. that
23. can 24. most
25. the 26. you
27. to 28. plant
29. old 30. a
31. you 32. the
33. well 34. it
35. a 36. two
37. be 38. work
39. plant 40. soil
41. little 42. you
43. to 44. plant
45. its 46. begin
47. putting 48. flat
49. top 50. plant’s
51. stem 52. plant
53. between 54. your
55. turn 56. upside
57. tap 58. of
59. on 60. the
61. not 62. out
63. pot 64. this
65. harder 66. follow
67. by 68. knife
69. the 70. the
71. the 72. plant
73. out 74. Once
75. the 76. of
77. pot 78. ready
79. it 80. new
81. should 82. soil
83. bottom 84. new
85. that 86. sits
87. centimeters 88. top
89. pot 90. into
91. pot 92. the
93. press 94. down
95. that 96. plant
UNIT 5. Music

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 2  B. 1  C. 3  D. 4

B Listen Again
~ The men like: Tejano, rock
~ The women like: rap, electronic

C Essential Expressions
1. fast  2. first
3. stage  4. traditional
5. street  6. evening
7. repetitive  8. balcony
9. professional  10. soothing

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. I don’t know. I’ve never heard them before.
2. I’ve heard it before, but I can’t think of the name.
3. It sounds a bit like polka music.
4. Not yet. Is it any good?
5. It’s called folk music.

B How would you ask?
1. Do you often go to classical concerts?
2. What instrument do you play?
3. Have you taken lessons before?
4. Could you turn up the radio?
5. Are you going to the music festival this weekend?

C Picture Description
The girl is dancing to the music.

The boy is holding an instrument.
She is listening to the music that he is playing.
He is playing the guitar.

Speaking Practice

A Intonation Practice
1. She drinks coffee.
2. Loud is better.
3. That’s my trumpet.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 4  B. 2  C. 3  D. 1

Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the thing mentioned by the speakers.
1. (D)  2. (B)  3. (A)  4. (C)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (D)  2. (B)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. music  2. music box
3. familiar  4. Lullaby
5. child  6. long
7. grandmother  8. mother

B Dialog 2
1. (C)  2. (D)

C Dialog 3
1. Handel’s Messiah
2. orchestra, singers

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (D)  2. (B)  3. (D)

B Listen Again
1. weekend  2. played
3. instruments  4. lids
5. incredible  6. again
7. theater  8. selling
9. reserve  10. reason
11. Sunday  12. six

Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (C)  2. (B)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. library  2. trumpet
3. blues  4. mother’s
5. song  6. housework
7. bucks  8. usually
1. (C)  2. (A)

2. T  2. F

1. (B)  2. (C)

3. (A)  4. (B)  5. (D)  6. (D)  7. (D)  8. (A)  9. (B)

1. (B)  2. (C)  3. (C)  4. (B)  5. (B)

6. (C)  7. (A)  8. (A)  9. (B)  10. (B)

11. (C)  12. (A)  13. (C)  14. (D)  15. (B)  16. (B)

17. (C)  18. (C)  19. (B)

20. (A)  21. (B)  22. (C)

45. makes  46. Wizard
47. Or  48. simple
49. notes  49. makes
51. la  52. of
53. of  54. of
55. are  56. of
57. music  58. from
59. that  60. to
61. or  62. movies
63. probably  64. just
65. notes  66. theme
67. Pink  68. same
69. true  70. theme
71. first  72. movie
73. Luke  74. Darth
75. the  76. Two
77. personal  78. themes
79. the  80. and
81. James  82. Dr.
83. the  84. notes
85. Jaws  86. enough
87. people  88. of
89. shark  89. deep
91. And  92. if
93. any  94. friends
95. a  96. of
97. Bond  98. could
99. Go  100. try

1. One famous song from a movie is “You’re the One that I Want” from the movie Grease.
2. The only theme song I can think of playing or singing is “Hair” from the movie of the same name.
3. One movie that has a great soundtrack is Moulin Rouge.

1. Music in movies helps audiences experience what they see on the screen.
2. The speaker mentions “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” from The Wizard of Oz.
3. The speaker’s favorite theme songs come from Jaws and Dr. No.

1. the  2. of
3. music  4. important
5. telling  6. screen
7. song  8. can
9. experience  10. see
11. screen  12. can
13. audiences  14. a
15. Scary  16. music
17. a  18. a
19. or  20. movie
21. Now  22. There
23. songs  24. of
25. in  26. have
27. to  28. images
29. movie  30. us
31. is  32. from
33. that  34. as
35. When  36. the
37. we  38. movie
39. can  40. scenes
41. movie  42. heads
43. the  44. Over
45. makes  46. Wizard
47. Or  48. simple
49. notes  49. makes
51. la  52. of
53. of  54. of
55. are  56. of
57. music  58. from
59. that  60. to
61. or  62. movies
63. probably  64. just
65. notes  66. theme
67. Pink  68. same
69. true  70. theme
71. first  72. movie
73. Luke  74. Darth
75. the  76. Two
77. personal  78. themes
79. the  80. and
81. James  82. Dr.
83. the  84. notes
85. Jaws  86. enough
87. people  88. of
89. shark  89. deep
91. And  92. if
93. any  94. friends
95. a  96. of
97. Bond  98. could
99. Go  100. try

1. (B)  2. (C)  3. (C)  4. (B)  5. (B)

6. (C)  7. (A)  8. (A)  9. (B)  10. (B)

11. (C)  12. (A)  13. (C)
14. (D)  15. (B)  16. (B)

17. (C)  18. (C)  19. (B)
20. (A)  21. (B)  22. (C)

UNIT 6. Groups

Warm-up

A. 1  B. 4  C. 2  D. 3

B. not certain  2. not certain
3. certain  4. certain
Essential Expressions

- Certain: can't be, couldn't be, has to be, must be, will be
- Not Certain: may not be, could be, might be, may be, might not be

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. They might actually win this year.
2. Yes. She must be happy to get out of there.
3. We may go camping.
4. Actually, I am. Why are you surprised?
5. It could be, but it's hard to tell.

B How would you ask?
1. Did your registration expire?
2. Do you think the store is still open?
3. What colors should we use?
4. Why is that light on?
5. Can you guess who this present is for?

Picture Description
The boys must be on the same team.
These players are not in the game.
They are waiting on the bench.
The four boys might be watching their other teammates.

Speaking Practice

A Pronunciation Practice
1. I made a lotta new friends.
2. She gave us a lotta help.
3. You can see a lotta players on the field.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 4  B. 3  C. 1  D. 2
Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the subject mentioned by the speakers.
1. (B)  2. (C)  3. (A)  4. (D)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (A)  2. (B)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. spring  2. bad
3. science  4. fun
5. price  6. has to
7. orchid  8. copy

B Dialog 2
1. (B)  2. (B)

C Dialog 3
1. ☐ Computer  2. ☑ DVD player
3. ☑ DVD  4. ☐ Movie tickets

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (C)  2. (D)  3. (D)

B Listen Again
1. bench  2. familiar
3. job  4. music
5. seen  6. park
7. plants  8. school
9. grass  10. watering
11. time  12. afternoon

Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (D)  2. (C)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. months  2. vote
3. bother  4. waste
5. count  6. why
7. table  8. register

B Short Talk 2
1. (A)  2. (B)

C Short Talk 3
1. (B)  2. (A)

Listening Quiz

A Picture Matching
1. (A)  2. (B)

B Listen & Choose
3. (C)  4. (A)  5. (C)  6. (A)
7. (A)  8. (B)  9. (D)

Wrap-up

A Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. A group I enjoyed being a part of was my skiing club.
2. There were 14 people in my group.
3. The leaders seemed to change, but I organized many of the skiing trips.

B Listening Comprehension
1. The storming stage might be difficult because group members may argue and fight at this stage.
2. A group does its best work during the performing stage.
3. There are five stages described in basic group theory.

C Dictation Practice
1. to  2. when
UNIT 7. Outdoors

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 4 B. 1 C. 3 D. 2

B Listen Again
1. someone, two trees
2. fountain / bench, us, the fountain
3. trash, the fountain wall
4. rabbits, the statue

C Essential Expressions
1. across from = not far from
2. ahead of = in front of
3. at the end of = to one side of
4. close by = near
5. in between = in the middle of

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. There’s one across from the hotel.
2. Sure, I’d be happy to.
3. I think so.
4. No, there isn’t.
5. The one that leads away from the lake.

B How would you ask?
1. Where is the island?
2. Do you live around here?
3. What is at the end of this block?
4. Is there a subway station around here?
5. Can you see their car?

C Picture Description
There are some clouds in the sky behind the building.
The fountain is not far from the building.

Speaking Practice

A Intonation Practice
1. Let’s keep walking.
2. Can you see it?
3. Two little rabbits.
Conversation Pictures
A. 3    B. 2    C. 1    D. 4

Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the location mentioned by the speakers.
1. (B)    2. (D)    3. (C)    4. (A)

Short Dialogs
A. Dialog 1
1. (D)    2. (B)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. play    2. over
3. close    4. side
5. around    6. path
7. along    8. across

B. Dialog 2
1. (C)    2. (A)
3. instructions, carrying bag
4. putting, the other one

C. Dialog 3
1.  play 2.  over
3. close 4. side
5. around 6. path
7. along 8. across

Main Dialog
A. Listen
1. (B)    2. (B)    3. (A)
B. Listen Again
1. parts    2. near
3. district    4. block
5. start    6. beach
7. interesting    8. get off
9. here    10. museum
11. check out    12. gallery

Short Talks
A. Short Talk 1
1. (D)    2. (A)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. live    2. apartment
3. streets    4. along
5. live    6. people
7. evenings    8. morning

B. Short Talk 2
1. (B)    2. (D)

C. Short Talk 3
1. ducks    2. flamingos
3. giraffes    4. tigers

Listening Quiz
A. Picture Matching
1. (C)    2. (B)

Listen & Choose
3. (A)    4. (A)    5. (A)    6. (B)
7. (C)    8. (B)    9. (B)

Wrap-up
A. Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. The largest city park in my hometown of San Antonio, Texas, is the Olmos Basin.
2. People can play sports, have picnics, and go fishing at the Olmos Basin.
3. I know that Central Park is located in New York City.

B. Listening Comprehension
1. You can find Bethesda Fountain in the south part of Central Park.
2. Bow Bridge connects Cherry Hill and The Ramble.
3. The largest lake can be found in the north part of the park.

C. Dictation Practice
1. ever    2. find
3. New    4. I
5. recommend    6. to
7. Of    8. Central
9. quite    10. parks
11. cities    12. thing
13. is    14. once
15. Central    16. are
17. different    18. can
19. do    20. south
21. the    22. can
23. Fountain    24. when
25. this    26. will
27. statue    28. front
29. Many    30. been
31. so    32. and
33. are    34. from
35. movies    36. also
37. here    38. can
39. look    40. a
41. spot    42. Park
43. often    44. movies
45. by    46. It's
47. Walk    48. from
49. toward    50. and
51. north    52. Hill
53. this    54. you
55. Bow    56. will
57. part    58. park
59. called    60. ahead
61. on    62. side
63. bridge    64. is
65. of    66. of
67. that    68. to
69. You    70. you’re
71. middle 72. York 73. there 74. just 75. interesting 76. the 77. of 78. There 79. plenty 80. to 81. the 82. In 83. largest 84. Central 85. in 86. part 87. something 88. definitely 89. a 90. New

Listening Test

PART I: Picture Description
1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (D) 5. (D)

PART II: Questions and Responses
6. (B) 7. (A) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (B)

PART III: Short Conversations
11. (B) 12. (D) 13. (C) 14. (B) 15. (D) 16. (C)

PART IV: Short Talks
17. (C) 18. (B) 19. (C) 20. (C) 21. (B) 22. (D)

UNIT 8. Meetings

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 1 B. 3 C. 2 D. 4

B Listen Again
1. will give clubs less money this year
2. will receive $200 less
3. have more fundraisers, do fewer activities
4. ask members to vote (to either raise dues or do more fundraising)

C Essential Expressions
1. fewest 2. a little less
3. at least 4. less than
5. the least 6. fewer
7. more 8. the same
9. much more 10. the most

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. The Latin club.
2. We will receive less money.
3. Yes, I think sales has more bad news for us.
4. I doubt that will be possible.
5. Indeed, it does.

B How would you ask?
1. Are you going to join the study group?
2. Does anyone have any other ideas?
3. Is everyone here yet?
4. What if fewer people join the club?
5. Will this room be large enough?

C Picture Description
The students are sitting on the ground. There are more women in this group. This group is meeting outdoors. These people are studying together.

Speaking Practice

A Pronunciation Practice
1. It’ll be a lotta fun.
2. I think that is happening to a lotta other clubs.
3. We planned a lotta events for the coming months.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 4 B. 2 C. 3 D. 1

Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the correct group or organization mentioned by the speakers.
1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (D) 4. (A)

Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (B) 2. (D)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. calling 2. week’s
3. last 4. nights
5. TV 6. playing
7. important 8. company

B Dialog 2
1. (D) 2. (A)

C Dialog 3
1. There are two girls and two boys in the group.
2. The speakers will go to the library after their class.

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (C) 2. (D) 3. (C)

B Listen Again
1. more 2. sales
3. member 4. suggestions
5. less 6. back
Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (C) 2. (A)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. algebra
2. two
3. last
4. 80
5. joining
6. A
7. you
8. later

B Short Talk 2
1. (C) 2. (D)

C Short Talk 3
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 4 (D) 3

Listening Quiz

A Picture Matching
1. (A) 2. (B)

B Listen & Choose
3. (C) 4. (C) 5. (B) 6. (B)
7. (C) 8. (D) 9. (B)

Wrap-up

A Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. The last meeting I went to was a business meeting.
2. There were five people at that meeting.
3. The meeting lasted over three hours.

B Listening Comprehension
1. For sharing information, sending an email is better than having a meeting.
2. A person who is not going to share important information, vote on something, or play a role in the meeting should not be invited to the meeting.
3. All of these suggestions are aiming to show respect for people's time.

C Dictation Practice
1. time
2. to
3. lead
4. you
5. a
6. simple
7. make
8. run
9. These
10. some
11. help
12. the
13. there
14. most
15. the
16. first
17. would
18. to
19. about
20. of
21. You
22. yourself
23. Do
24. to
25. meeting
26. Maybe
27. want
28. information
29. Do
30. to
31. in
32. Maybe
33. share
34. through
35. phone
36. point
37. that
38. can
39. a
39. should
40. time
41. everyone's
42. can
43. goal
44. having
45. meeting
46. to
47. then
48. is
49. A
50. should
51. consider
52. invite
53. the
54. to
55. who
56. your
57. If
58. important
59. going
60. play
61. for
62. then
63. in
64. Actually
65. him
66. being
67. will
68. into
69. come
69. meeting
70. by
71. that
72. So
73. him
74. only
75. meeting
76. who
77. to
78. Another
79. starting
80. mind
81. meeting
82. time
83. best
84. on
85. end
86. This
87. to
88. of
89. time
90. you
91. They
92. to
93. time
94. they
95. you
96. leader

Listening Test

PART I: Picture Description
1. (C) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (A) 5. (C)

PART II: Questions and Responses
6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (B)

PART III: Short Conversations
11. (D) 12. (A) 13. (C)
14. (C) 15. (A) 16. (C)

PART IV: Short Talks
17. (B) 18. (D) 19. (C)
20. (A) 21. (D) 22. (B)
UNIT 9. Feelings

Warm-up

A Look & Listen
A. 4  B. 3  C. 2  D. 1

B Listen Again
1. annoyed  2. sorry  3. upset  4. worried

C Essential Expressions
– Positive feelings: appreciative, cheerful, excited, glad, pleased, looking forward to
– Negative feelings: annoyed, disappointed, disgusted, embarrassed, furious, jealous, upset

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. Actually, I can’t go.
2. You certainly did!
3. It was my pleasure.
4. I was disgusted.
5. Maybe he is just jealous.

B How would you ask?
1. Why do you look so worried?
2. How was your test score?
3. Where have you been?
4. Were you depressed about losing your job?
5. Why did her face turn red?

C Picture Description
The woman has a happy expression. The man is pointing at her. She is smiling about something. He has a serious look on his face.

Speaking Practice

A Intonation Practice
1. What time is it?
2. That’s terrible.
3. I’m so sorry.

B Conversation Pictures
A. 3  B. 4  C. 1  D. 2

Listen again, and choose the feeling mentioned by the speakers.
1. (C)  2. (A)  3. (A)  4. (B)

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (B)  2. (D)  3. (A)

B Listen Again

C Short Talks

A Short Talk 1
1. (D)  2. (C)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. annoying  2. close  3. angry  4. friend  5. wrong  6. thought  7. bad  8. behind

B Short Talk 2
1. (B)  2. (A)

C Short Talk 3
1. the speaker’s youngest sister felt the worst
2. Spot was less active than before

Listening Quiz

A Picture Matching
1. (C)  2. (B)

B Listen & Choose
3. (D)  4. (A)  5. (C)  6. (A)  7. (B)  8. (A)  9. (B)

Wrap-up

A Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. I have a friend who complains a lot.
2. I think it would be difficult to go for a whole week without complaining, because I like to talk about my experiences.
3. I think people like to wear awareness bracelets to remind them to do something.

**Listening Comprehension**
1. A pastor in the United States had the idea to use bracelets to remind people not to complain.
2. People wearing the bracelets have to move the bracelet to the other wrist if they complain.
3. People can get these bracelets by ordering them online from A Complaint Free World.

**Dictation Practice**
1. noticed
2. complain
3. Well
4. I
5. that
6. not
7. One
8. classes
9. started
10. of
11. A
12. Class
13. for
14. came
15. article
16. in
17. The
18. about
19. in
20. States
21. all
22. people
23. church
24. to
25. for
26. But
27. asked
28. keep
29. the
30. carefully
31. the
32. the
33. asked
34. a
35. bracelet
36. a
37. he
38. had
39. the
40. one
41. the
42. start
43. again
44. The
45. it
46. pastor
47. months
48. not
49. before
50. go
51. days
52. of
53. purple
54. remind
55. to
56. caught
57. fact
58. a
59. organization
60. Complaint
61. Anybody
62. the
63. from
64. for
65. each
66. the
67. mailed
68. a
69. to
70. over
71. A
72. ago
73. told
74. A
75. World
76. read
77. about
78. Then
79. voted
80. not
81. twenty-one
82. ordered
83. online
84. arrived
85. ago
86. I’ve
87. much
88. I’ve
89. change
90. from
91. to
92. at
93. times
94. But
95. better
96. only
97. move
98. once

**Listening Test**

**PART I: Picture Description**
1. (A) 2. (A) 3. (B) 4. (C) 5. (A)

**PART II: Questions and Responses**
6. (A) 7. (C) 8. (B) 9. (A) 10. (C)

**PART III: Short Conversations**
11. (D) 12. (A) 13. (C)
14. (B) 15. (D) 16. (A)

**PART IV: Short Talks**
17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (D)
20. (C) 21. (B) 22. (A)

**UNIT 10. Favors**

**Warm-up**

**A Look & Listen**
A. 4 B. 3 C. 2 D. 1

**B Listen Again**
1. Rita’s father, Rita, answer the phone
2. Rita, Bill, change the batteries in the remote control
3. Bill’s mother, Bill, clean up the living room
4. The wife, her husband, close the curtains

**C Essential Expressions**
1. Can I ask you a favor?
2. Could you do a favor for me?
3. Could you do me a favor?
4. Could you possibly do something for me?
5. Can you do a really big favor for me?
6. Could you do me a huge favor?
7. Could I ask a favor of you?
8. Could I ask you to do me a favor?
9. I was wondering if you could help me.
10. Could you help me with something?

**Listening Practice**

**A How would you answer?**
1. Just check to see if the door is locked.
2. I kind of like the red one.
3. I’d be glad to.
4. No problem. I’ll be right back.
5. They look like they are.
How would you ask?
1. Should I cut my hair short?
2. Could you do me a huge favor?
3. Can you help me carry these?
4. Would you deliver this parcel for me?
5. Should I keep your dinner warm in the oven?

Picture Description
Their father is assisting them.
They are fixing the bicycle.
The girl’s brother is holding one of the pedals.
The bicycle is upside down.

Speaking Practice

Pronunciation Practice
1. Whacha watchin’?
2. Whacha makin’?
3. Whacha gonna do now?

Conversation Pictures
A. 4  B. 2  C. 3  D. 1
Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the favor mentioned by the speakers.
1. (B)  2. (D)  3. (C)  4. (A)

Short Dialogs

Dialog 1
1. (D)  2. (B)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. thunder  2. cloudy
3. raining  4. windows
5. back  6. favor
7. oven  8. roll up

Dialog 2
1. (B)  2. (B)

Dialog 3
1. Alice, Roger, to lock the back door
2. Roger, Jane, the back door was unlocked

Main Dialog

Listen
1. (D)  2. (D)  3. (C)

Listen Again
1. May  2. birthday
3. Could  4. can
5. size  6. shirt
7. neck  8. need
9. yours  10. tape
11. 15  12. 15

Short Talks

Short Talk 1
1. (D)  2. (B)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. don’t  2. morning
3. two  4. five
5. favor  6. 45
7. amount  8. huge

Short Talk 2
1. (A)  2. (A)

Short Talk 3
1. F  2. F

Listening Quiz

Picture Matching
1. (A)  2. (C)

Listen & Choose
3. (C)  4. (B)  5. (C)  6. (C)  7. (C)  8. (B)  9. (A)

Wrap-up

Pre-listening Discussion
(sample responses)
1. I’m not sure if a stranger would lend me his or her cell phone. I guess it would depend on how important the call was.
2. I think that if I asked ten people to fill out a survey, only three or four would do it.
3. Yes, I would help a person get to a place I know.

Listening Comprehension
1. Franck Flynn is a professor of business at Stanford University.
2. In Flynn’s research, more people helped than expected.
3. In Flynn’s research, more people agreed to fill out the survey when people used the word “favor.”

Dictation Practice
1. study  2. come
3. some  4. to
5. The  6. from
7. tells  8. things
9. way  10. about
11. of  12. famous
13. done  14. professor
15. at  16. The
17. is  18. In
19. that  20. up
21. a  22. interesting
23. he  24. most
UNIT 11. Memories

Warm-up

A Look & Listen

A. 2 B. 3 C. 1 D. 4

Listen Again

1. wedding 2. vacation 3. camping 4. birthday

Essential Expressions

1. babysit: babysat have babysat
2. buy: bought have bought
3. take: took have taken
4. drive: drove have driven
5. fly: flew have flown
6. forget: forgot have forgotten
7. get married: got married have gotten married
8. go camping: went camping have gone camping
9. leave: left have left
10. swim: swam have swum

Listening Practice

A. How would you answer?

1. It was awesome!
2. They certainly were.
4. We both ordered lobster.
5. Yes, we all went.

B. How would you ask?

1. How did you enjoy it?
2. When did you last see them?
3. What did you do there?
4. Who did you go to dinner with?
5. Remember that camping trip we went on?

Picture Description

The women are admiring the pictures.
They are looking at an album filled with pictures.
The ladies are sitting together as they look at the pictures.
There are several photos on the page.

Speaking Practice

A. Intonation Practice

1. January
2. dictionary
3. category

B. Conversation Pictures

A. 4 B. 1 C. 2 D. 3
Now listen to the dialogs again, and choose the memory mentioned by the speakers.
1. (B)  2. (C)  3. (A)  4. (D)

**Short Dialogs**

**A Dialog 1**
1. (C)  2. (C)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. camping  2. fifteen
3. drive  4. ten
5. snowed  6. swam
7. huge  8. happened

**B Dialog 2**
1. (B)  2. (A)

**C Dialog 3**
1. using her signal  2. first

**Main Dialog**

**A Listen**
1. (D)  2. (C)  3. (A)

**B Listen Again**
1. yard  2. wanted
3. house  4. neighbors
5. driving  6. morning
7. weeks  8. week
9. anywhere  10. old
11. nineties  12. wedding

**Short Talks**

**A Short Talk 1**
1. (C)  2. (C)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. mother  2. months
3. speak  4. nervous
5. night  6. enjoyed
7. swore  8. study

**B Short Talk 2**
1. (B)  2. (B)

**C Short Talk 3**
- rode bikes  - read books  - watched a video

**Listening Quiz**

**A Picture Matching**
1. (B)  2. (A)

**B Listen & Choose**
3. (C)  4. (C)  5. (D)  6. (B)
7. (A)  8. (C)  9. (C)

**Wrap-up**

**A Pre-listening Discussion**
(sample responses)
1. I memorize people’s names by quietly repeating their names to myself.
2. I memorize English vocabulary by thinking about the situation I would need to use the word in and using the word as much as I can.
3. I memorize math formulas by imagining a real situation where I would need to use the formula.

**B Listening Comprehension**
1. The first rule for memorizing something is to repeat it.
2. A person’s short term memory can hold eight or nine pieces of information.
3. The speaker suggests breaking long numbers into smaller groups of numbers.

**C Dictation Practice**
1. science  2. classes
3. have  4. lists
5. for  6. all
7. math  8. my
9. not  10. I’ve
11. learn  12. improve
13. Maybe  14. benefit
15. of  16. that
17. up  18. things
19. you  20. these
21. Of  22. first
23. memorizing  24. to
25. You  26. it
27. or  28. just
29. in  30. For
31. the  32. of
33. the  34. ask
35. students  36. themselves
37. this  38. as
39. to  40. memory
41. we  42. the
43. try  44. each
45. by  46. to
47. of  48. by
49. of  50. have
51. name  52. I
53. for  54. is
55. on  56. in
57. learn  58. This
59. from  60. that
61. short  62. can
63. eight  64. pieces
65. at  66. So
67. of  68. short
69. have  70. moved
71. term  72. repeating
PART I: Picture Description
1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (D) 5. (B)

PART II: Questions and Responses
6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (B)

PART III: Short Conversations
11. (D) 12. (B) 13. (A) 14. (C) 15. (C) 16. (D)

PART IV: Short Talks
17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (D) 20. (D) 21. (B) 22. (C)

UNIT 12. Assistance

Listening Test

PART I: Picture Description
1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (D) 5. (B)

PART II: Questions and Responses
6. (A) 7. (B) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (B)

PART III: Short Conversations
11. (D) 12. (B) 13. (A) 14. (C) 15. (C) 16. (D)

PART IV: Short Talks
17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (D) 20. (D) 21. (B) 22. (C)

Listening Practice

A How would you answer?
1. That's all right. I can get it.
2. Sorry. I don't know much about them.
3. Which office do you mean?
4. Could I? Thanks!
5. Not at all.

B How would you ask?
1. You'll be able to help me, won't you?
2. Can you give me a hand with this box?
3. Could you help me solve these problems?
4. Should I close the window for you?
5. Would you like me to go with you?

C Picture Description
The girl is hanging from the bars. Her father is holding her so that she doesn't fall. They are enjoying some time outdoors. The man and the girl are at a playground.

Speaking Practice

A Pronunciation Practice
1. 'They gotcha good with that trick.'
2. 'I gotcha somethin.'
3. Oh, I gotcha, it's in the blue box.

B Conversation Pictures
A 1 B 4 C 3 D 2
Now listen to the dialogs again, and check (√) what the person does or will do.
1. won't pay 2. doesn't move it
3. doesn't check it 4. carries

C Short Dialogs

A Dialog 1
1. (C) 2. (B)
Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. meeting 2. can
3. 15 4. both
5. can't 6. answer
7. not 8. cell phone

B Dialog 2
1. (D) 2. (B)

C Dialog 3
1. will 2. will

Main Dialog

A Listen
1. (D) 2. (A) 3. (C)

B Listen Again
1. door 2. open
3. upstairs 4. fifth
5. elevator 6. books
7. look 8. sale
9. library 10. research
11. weekend 12. floor
**Short Talks**

**A Short Talk 1**
1. (B) 2. (D)

Listen again, and fill in the blanks.
1. English 2. finishing
3. lunch 4. library
5. sandwich 6. peanut butter
7. couldn’t 8. throw

**A Short Talk 2**
1. (A) 2. (C)

**A Short Talk 3**
The speaker: 2, 3
His friend: 1, 4

**Listening Quiz**

**A Picture Matching**
1. (B) 2. (A)

**B Listen & Choose**
3. (D) 4. (B) 5. (C) 6. (B)
7. (A) 8. (D) 9. (D)

**Wrap-up**

**A Pre-listening Discussion**
(sample responses)
1. I probably would not help someone if they didn’t ask for help.
2. I probably wouldn’t help someone if I saw other people helping that person.
3. I don’t remember the story of the Good Samaritan, but I think it has something to do with a person who helps another and who does not ask for anything in return.

**B Listening Comprehension**
1. The two theories described by the speaker are the Good Samaritan effect and the bystander effect.
2. A bystander may choose not to help someone because he thinks he will look foolish if he makes a mistake.
3. Good Samaritans tend to pay attention to other Good Samaritans in situations where help is needed.

**Dictation Practice**
1. of 2. is
3. person 4. culture
5. help 6. stranger
7. did 8. stop
9. but 10. out
11. way 12. the
13. paying 14. stranger
15. in 16. place
17. stranger 18. enough
19. In 20. is
21. about 22. act
23. ways 24. Good
25. Actually 26. two
27. explain 28. people
29. Good 30. and
31. effect 32. is
33. who 34. problem
35. stands 36. The
37. step 38. help
39. Good 40. in
41. a 42. researchers
43. two 44. try
45. them 46. different
47. think 48. a
49. or 50. help
51. situations 52. how
53. wants 54. see
55. bystander 56. help
57. doesn’t 58. look
59. making 60. when
61. help 62. the
63. a 64. may
65. help 66. wants
67. see 68. a
69. is 70. a
71. or 72. help
73. what 74. others
75. bystander 76. attention
77. bystanders 78. sees
79. aren’t 80. won’t
81. A 82. pays
83. other 84. If
85. others 86. is
87. help 88. Probably
89. seen 90. even
91. situations 92. and
93. Were 94. person
95. help 96. situation
97. were 98. bystander
99. Good 100. that

**Listening Test**

**PART I: Picture Description**
1. (B) 2. (B) 3. (C) 4. (A) 5. (D)

**PART II: Questions and Responses**
6. (C) 7. (A) 8. (B) 9. (A) 10. (C)

**PART III: Short Conversations**
11. (C) 12. (A) 13. (B)
14. (B) 15. (C) 16. (B)

**PART IV: Short Talks**
17. (C) 18. (C) 19. (B)
20. (C) 21. (D) 22. (B)